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Imagine the six-drive set of 80GB hard drives that fit perfectly into a single 5.25-inch drive slot and 1/2 height. This is possible using 2.5-inch drives mainly targeted for laptop systems. We originally saw this JMR SATAStor in the Intel Developers Forum a year ago. Of course, you can't just drop a set of
SATA drives from six drives into your typical desktop system and expect it to work. So 3Ware shipped us escalade 9500S-12. The PCI-based RAID controller supports up to a dozen SATA drives in a variety of RAID configurations (and in JBOD — a set of setup drives, if that's what you want). The
console provides flexible support for RAID 0, 1, 10, 5 and 50, giving you the right combination of performance and data integrity. If you think that combining the Escalade set and set six drives is not really suitable for a desktop computer, your guess is correct. It's really perfectly suited for small servers that
need to be built-in located in low noise environments. Alternatively, it can be used in a workstation to edit video or audio. We're going to plow right into the future and test it in a standard desktop system anyway - partly just to show that we can do it, and partly to see how it compares with internal SATA
arrays. We're stuck with just configuring RAID 0 for this article, but we'll investigate performance in other configurations in the future. This setup for certain devices is somewhat hampered by the use of 32-bit PCI slots, although the Escalade 9500S is a part that is fully PCI-X compatible. It can run in a 32bit environment but its real comfort zone is in a system with a 64-bit PCI-X subsystem. Most desktops, of course, lack pcI-X capability (not to be confused with PCI Express, a completely different monster). At one point, GIGABYTE was offering an alternative of motherboard 8KNXP, the GA-8KNXP Ultra
64, with Intel 875P chipsets and a pair of PCI-X slots. But trying to locate one of these is an exercise in frustration. Another possibility is SuperMicro P4SCT, which seems to be readily available. Both socket 478 solutions, though, do not support more modern LGA775 processors. Alternatively, you can
always go to configure a workstation. Various namer panels are available from the 603 (Xeon) and 940 socket (Opteron/socket 940 Athlon 64 FX series). They are usually more expensive (and often larger) than regular ATX panels, which means you'll need a workstation class structure. But we're getting
shaken. The Escalade controller does not work in a 32-bit PCI slot, so we popped into our storage test bed and took the SATAStor to spin. With the distance between the drive dish and the drive head measured in tens of nanometers, the dust stains inside the drive are fatal defects, which is why the drives
are assembled in clean rooms. Shown here is a view of seagate's clean room from the outside, with Engine inspection. View from inside the clean room, most of the drive assembly line appears. This drive base is near the beginning of the assembly line, before anything is added to the base. In this
partially assembled drive, you can see the coil sound magnet (l-shaped piece near the upper left corner of the base of the drive), the engine carrying dynamic fluids (FDB) (a round piece appearing just right from the center of the base of the drive), and a breath filter (rectangular piece above the engine).
The vent filter filters the air required to offset the air pressure inside the drive by compressing the air out of the drive. The tweakthe caddy, which carries 25 dishes (tablets), stands in position, ready for dishes to be taken and transported to the drive. Here, two plates (tablets) of the cd cd were selected by
the Android disc in preparation for installation in the drive. Wtf? Recently, I was flipping one small-shaped computer worker to another. In this particular case, you're swapping from the Shuttle XPC SN85G4 socket 754 system for the XPC ST20G5 shuttle socket 939 chassis. The old system has 150
Nforce3 chipsets, while the ST20G5 uses ATI Radion Express 200 Basic Logic. The SN85 was an EIDE drive, and I wanted to move the Windows section to the SATA drive. So I pulled the hard drive from the SN85 and connected to another system. Then you connect the SATA engine to this system.
Note that these were only two drives in the system, and I never actually booted in Windows. Instead, I booted from a CD that was Norton Stealth 8.2, and executed a copy image of the old disc to the newest one. Everything happened in a swimming pool. So far so good. So I pop the new SATA engine
into the new system and fire it up. I booted off windows XP Pro SP2 CD because I wanted to make a fix installation, instead of doing a complete reinstall. Enter the CD key, and the hard drive and optical drives start to rotate. Everything again went smoothly. When a repair is installed, the Windows setup
software returns the system to a known good state. That is, it uses a range of default drivers if you are not familiar with segments on the new system. It also reloads all windows files, although not overwriting the newer peripherals. So the graphics and audio drivers, plus all applications on the system
remained intact. So I booted the system with the intention of installing chipset and network drivers. I also need to restart the Windows update, because all the 2 post-service package updates have been blown away. It should have been very clear now, all hell was not liberated. It was like going out on the
floor, then gradually filling the room. Smoothing the system naturally, or so it looks. * System * seems to boot normally. Then I started getting strange mistakes things like basic services crashing. Notice that this was Install slideset drivers. So I managed to install a chipset driver and reboot. Don't improve
some Windows services may be repeatedly disrupted and restarted. Then I happened to have installed an ATI chipset driver, but i never uninstall edited Nvidia chipset driver. So I tried to do it. But when I ran uninstalling from adding/removing the control panel, I got an error indicating that the uninstall
program could not be found. Wtf? Continued... Later this year, the country's space radio giants, Sirius and XM, are scheduled to merge. But even with a common entity you will find out what neither Sirius nor XM has on its own, and how, in the end, to make some money - new challenges brewing.
Example: Emerging technology is preparing to make the current satellite radio look like a TV before TiVo. The European Space Agency (ESA) and (with BMW) have designed their prototype as a digital receiver and recorder that allows car-oriented listeners to pre-program, record, and quickly forward,
and re-program satellite-radio, as well as video, games, and other digital media. The ESA system converts satellite signals into digital files that are stored on a hard drive, such as podcasts. The software developed by BMW then allows the driver to customize a music experience, get weather information,
navigate in real time while playing video for children in the back, or download software to the car's computer. You have a cache of content, and you can get the system to generate software based on your preferences, says Rolf Medathassel, communications engineer at the agency's European Center for
Space Research and Technology. Bonus: Since the content is kept on the hard drive, your radio will not cut when you drive through a tunnel. The ESA receiver uses signals from existing satellites - so instead of costing about $1 billion for a dedicated satellite and a network of towers (à la both XM and
Sirius), the tab could be less than $1.5 million per year to rent a satellite receiver. But not yet BMW is interested, but says it will be a few years before hardware, software and programming fall into place. If chick-fil-A restaurant operators. They deal enough, they can start driving at the expense of the
company. The $134 million chicken sandwich chain, based in Atlanta, gives some of its top operators the use of the new Lincoln's new seventh continental brand for a year. Each Lincoln retails for about $25,000. For one use, restaurant operators must increase their restaurant sales by at least 40%. If
they repeat this performance the following year, they get the title of the car. No costs, no strings, no limit on the number of times an operator can win a car. Since the program began in 1975 it has won about 100 Lincolns operators, with some cars gaining more than once. In 1983, Chick-fil-A sales A
record 29% over 1982; The administration had expected to reach the threshold of only 40% from 10 or 12%. It's a very effective incentive, says company spokesman Don Perry, who adds that sales increase more than cars have paid. If the operator increases its sales, its personal income rises. And then,
moreover, he gets a luxury car that reflects his achievement. That's why we call the program the symbol of success. Kevin Taylor, the operator of chick-fil-a outlet at a shopping mall in Ogden, Utah, saw a 90% jump in sales in 1983, the number one annual increase among about 300 Chick-fil-A
restaurants across the country. Its outlet was also the highest seller per square foot in the mall. Now Taylor tools around Ogden in Lincoln, and it would have if it met the 40% minimum in 1984. For me, the car represents the opportunities this company gives us, says Taylor, who is 27 years old and has
been with the company for less than three years. It's a first-class car, and we get first-class opportunities to prove ourselves early. To stimulate, he keeps pictures of continents on the walls of his restaurant. It's a goal that I can visually maintain while i'm doing my job, he explains. Nation Restaurant News,
one of the leading fastfood business magazines, attributes much of Chick-fil-A's overall success to unique and highly profitable management such as The Lincoln Program. In an industry with high employee turnover, these incentives help keep the company in the fast lane. Lane.
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